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Abstract 
Supercritical carbon dioxide (sc-C02) is a highly utilized industrial substance identified 
as an excellent solvent and a surfactant, which is cheaper and less hazardous than other 
typical solvents. The higher solubility of fluorinated hydrocarbons than their hydrocarbon 
(HC) analogs is not well understood and the theory behind the microsolvation of sc-C02 
cannot be fully explained with the existing chemical information. Microwave 
spectroscopy is a good method of identifying the structural arrangement of clusters made 
from fluorinated HCs and C02. In this project, microwave scans of the four different 
mixtures of 1 ,  1-difluoroethene (DFE) and C02 were studied and additionally a pure DFE 
scan was studied additionally. A chirped-pulse Fourier-transform (FTMW) microwave 
spectrometer was used to obtain the scans. The DFE and C02 clusters can be easily 
identified using microwave spectroscopy because DFE is a very polar molecule and C02 
has an induced dipole moment respectively. The relative intensities of the peaks in the 
scans and the rotational constants were considered to identify the molecular clusters. 
Previously identified DFE I C02 dimer structures were helpful to predict the bigger 
structures manually. Apart from that, the ABCluster application was used to predict the 
bigger structures, as guessing stable structures in three dimensions becomes harder as the 
cluster becomes bigger. All the predicted and approximated structures were optimized 
using Gaussian09W. One spectrum was identified in the DFE I C02 scans, and after 
comparing the intensities and rotational constants, it was confirmed as a DFE I (C02)3 
tetramer. In this structure, one C02 is located above the DFE plane, another C02 is 
located side of DFE and the other C02 is located top-above of the DFE. One spectrum 
was identified in pure DFE scan and it was confirmed as a (DFE)3 trimer. In that 
IV 
structure, two DFEs are facing each other invertedly and the third DFE is located above 
the first two DFEs. This study aims to identify the salvation shell C02 makes around 
DFE when it dissolves. Hence, the maximum number of C02 molecules binding to a DFE 
molecule needs to be identified. A parallel study is occurring with vinyl fluoride (VF) I 
C02 and these studies collectively provide information about the variation in the number 
of C02 molecules that bind as the number of fluorine atoms attached to the same HC 
analog is varied. In the future, MathCAD applications will be used to identify largely 
spaced fingerprint patterns to find other stable clusters present in the experiment. Also, 
13C isotopic studies will be done to confirm and compare the identified current structures. 
v 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Supercritical C02 as a solvent and its importance 
Any substance can be characterized as a supercritical fluid when that substance's 
temperature and the pressure is increased beyond its critical point. The supercritical fluid 
concept was brought up to the science world by the French physicist Charles Cagniard de 
La Tour in 1822.1•2 
Supercritical carbon dioxide (sc-C02) and supercritical water (sc-H20) are highly 
utilized supercritical fluids in industry because of their excellent ability to act as a solvent 
and hence the ability to use that for extraction. sc-C02 can be observed when it is brought 
to its critical temperature (Tc) 3 1.1 °C and pressurized to its critical pressure (Pc) 72.8 
bar.3 Physically when C02 reaches its supercritical phase, its existing liquid-gas surface 
boundary disappears. sc-C02 acts as a better solvent than volatile organic compounds 
(VOC), because there is no surface tension like other volatile solvents (liquids); hence, 
when the pressure is reduced, the solute can be readily isolated. In  that sense, having no 
surface tension like liquid is an extra advantage of sc-C02 in industrial applications. 
sc-C02 is replacing current volatile organic compounds and it fits with the desired 
applications even better than previously used YOC. For example, decaffeination of coffee 
beans was done using dichloromethane (DCM) but now it is replaced by sc-C02 and 
H20. DCM is a carcinogenic substance, but there is no such danger with sc-C02 and 
H20.4 Also, sc-C02 can be identified as a green chemistry substance because required 
C02 can be extracted from industrial C02 exhaust.5 Although C02 is a greenhouse gas 
which is responsible for global warming, here, the C02 can be recycled several times. 
2 
sc-C02 dissolves fluorinated hydrocarbons (FHCs) better than hydrocarbons 
(HCs). This might be because fluorine is highly electronegative and it has a high electron 
affinity.3 FHC has higher molecular volumes than its HC analogs which means that for, 
FHCs, the Hilde-brand solubility parameter (o) (Equation I. I )  is significantly lower than 
its HC analog, where fl.Hv is enthalpy change through vaporization, R is gas constant, T 
absolute temperature and Vm is molar volume,3 but this also does not provide a proper 
information for the reason behind the unexpected increasing soubilities of FHCs. For 
comparison, the solubilities of 2 -fluoro-alpha-methyl-4-biphenylacetic acid (C13H13F02) 
and Naproxen (C14H 1403) in sc-C02 have been compared, showing that the fluorinated 
compound's solubility in sc-C02 is ten times higher than the non-fluorinated compound.6 
O = jt.Hy-RT 
Vm 
(I. I )  
Hence for this research I ,  1-difluoroethene (DFE) has been used (Figure I. I). 
Currently, this research group is studying fluorinated hydrocarbons and their solubility in 
sc-C02, because the reasons for fluorinated hydrocarbons being more C02-philic than 
hydrocarbon counterparts have not been fully explored.7 The main theme of the research 
is studying the microsolvation of sc-C02 and the solvation shell it makes. It is important 
to study C02 attraction towards different fluorinated ethene molecules and the variation 
of number of C02 molecules arranged around the fluorinated ethene molecule when the 
number of fluorine atoms attached varies. 
Microwave spectroscopy of a molecule or a cluster of the molecule is possible if 
the molecule or the molecular cluster has a net dipole moment; so it has to be a polar 
molecule. With I, 1 -difluoroethene, there is no doubt that it has a dipole moment, but C02 
3 
is a nonpolar molecule, although it has been observed to have some polarity in C02 
clusters because of the induced dipole moment. 
Figure 1.1 - 1,1-difluoroethene (left) and C02 (right) 
1.2 Rotational spectroscopy 
Rotational spectroscopy is also known as microwave spectroscopy because it uses 
microwaves to measure rotational transitions of molecules and molecule clusters in the 
gaseous phase. This is also known as pure rotational spectroscopy to distinguish this from 
rotational-vibrational spectroscopy where the energies are changed between rotational 
and vibrational energies. If there is no net dipole moment in a molecule or in a molecule 
cluster, the rotational spectrum cannot be observed. For nonpolar molecules, Raman 
spectroscopy and infrared spectroscopy (for many cases) can be used to observe their 
structural characteristics. As instead of rotational motion of a cluster, in infrared 
spectroscopy, it detects the molecular vibrations and in Raman spectroscopy, it detects 
the molecular deformation in an electric field determined by molecular polarizability a. 
4 
Center of mass 
r 
Figure 1.2 - Rotation of a rigid rotor 
When a diatomic molecule is rotating as shown in Figure 1 .2, the mass can be calculated 
as reduced mass (µ) and it can be obtained from (Equation 1 .2), 
( 1 .2) 
For a diatomic molecule, the moment of inertia (I) or the reluctance to the rotation can be 
given from (Equation 1 .3), 
I = µr2 ( 1 .3) 
Also the angular velocity of the motion is given as, w = 27rVrot· 
The angular momentum (L) can be defined as below (Equation 1 .4), 
L = Iw ( 1 .4) 
5 
For a single atom of m mass, the kinetic energy can be defined as k = �mv2. 
2 
Hence for a multi-atomic structure with n number of atoms, the kinetic energy T can be 
defined (Equation 1 .5). 
T iin 2 = - ·-1mi·V· 2 l l ( 1 .5) 
As HCl has two atoms with masses m 1  and m2, the equation for T can be observed as 
mentioned in equation 1 .6. 
( 1 .6) 
That is the classical mechanics approach to a rigid rotor's rotation. In the quantum 
mechanical approach, a diatomic molecule is considered as a quantum mechanical rigid 
rotor and its energy can be obtained solving the Schrodinger equation. By solving the 
equation, the rotational energy (E1) can be obtained from equation 1 .7 - 1 . 1 0. The energy 
can be given in a few forms. In 1 .7 equation the energy is given in Joules. 
But, B' h.2121 (in.!). Hence, E1 can be written as in Equation 1 .8 .  
E1 = B'JU + 1) 
Also, h = h/2'11:; his Planck's constant. Hence B' can be written as in equation l. 9. 
B' h2 8n2! (in J) 
( 1 .7) 
( 1 .8) 
( 1 .9) 
6 
The energy of E1 can be observed in Hertz as well as mentioned in equation 1 . 1 0. 
E1 = �>(] + 1) =BJ(]+ 1)h 
B h 8n2I (in Hz) 
(I. I 0) 
( 1 . 1 1 )  
Here, the rotational constant i s  given i n  either Hertz (Hz) (Equation 1 . 1 1 )  or Joule 
(J) (Equation 1 .9) and the rotational constants indicates information about the structure 
and the mass distribution of the molecule. 
J is called rotational angular momentum quantum number which could be a 
positive integer such as 0, 1 ,  2, 3 ,  ......... oo. Consider the energy transition among two 
consecutive quantum numbers; LIJ= ± 1  (Equation 1 . 1 2  - l . 1 4) .  
Eu+t) = B' (] + 1)(] + 2) ( l . 1 2) 
Eu) = B' J(] + 1) ( 1 . 1 3 )  
t::.E = Eu+t) - E(f) = B '(] + 1)(] + 2) - B 'J(] + 1)  = 28 '(] + 1) ( 1 . 1 4) 
J + 1 
----------- Ea+t) = B' U + 1)0 + 2) 
t::.E = Ea+1) - Em= 2B'U + 1) 
J ---------- Em = B'JU + 1) 
Figure 1.3 - The energy difference between two adjacent energy levels 
7 
The energy difference of the adjacent rotational energy levels increases by the 
multiples of 2B (Figure 1.3 and 1 .4). For example when, ]1�0, ll.E = 28, and when 
lz�v ll.E = 48 and when '3�2, ll.E = 68 , etc. 
' �-----1 � ..... -----�--��-��-2 
-------�J--- --��--��--�����-1 �_...wl _-+- -�.+-�--t-�-..... ------J=O 
Intensity (V) 
/=4:+-3 
' /=3+-2 
,, /=2+-1 
/=1+-0 
.....__ _______ ..._ _ ___.,__ _____ Frequency (MHz) 28 48 68 BB 
Figure 1.4 - The frequencies of the transitions and the related quantum numbers8 
Taking the CH3CI molecule, more as an example which is three dimensional 
(Figure 1 .5), the rotation is not l imited to one direction but to three basic directions 
around its center of mass. The three axes a, b, and c are introduced to u nderstand the 
three basic rotations. The a-axis is responsible for the highest rotational constant BA, and 
then BB and Be (Figure 1 .5). In practice, the rotational constants BA, BB, and Be are named 
as A, B, and C respectively. The rotational constant has an inversely proportional 
relationship with its moment of inertia (J ), and I is directly proportional to reduced mass. 
8 
Therefore around the a-axis where it has the highest rotational constant (A), the moment 
of inertia, 10 is at a m inimum, 
a 
c 
Figure 1.5 - Three rotational axes of CH3 CI molecule 
It is common that the rigid rotor approximation is not compatible with the 
experimental situations. Mostly it was observed that the experimental data did not tally 
with the theoretical data if the rigid rotor approximation is implemented. In fact, when the 
molecule s  are rotating faster with higher J values, the high centrifugal forces elongates 
the bonds away from the center of mass. Because of this stretching, molecules do not 
behave as a rigid rotor. The distortion constants (D) are introduced to make these 
theoretical values fit the experimental values, (Equation 1 . 1 5) .  
E1 = B J(]+ 1) - D/2(] + 1)2 ( 1 . 1 5) 
9 
Where D, is equal to (Equation 1 . 1 6), 
D ( 1 . 1 6) 
When describing the rotation of a non-linear molecule, the J quantum number is 
not enough to describe its rotation, because such a molecule has the freedom to rotate 
along three rotational axes. Due to the variation of three moment of inertia components, 
la, h and le, the molecules can be categorized into main four categories (Table 1 . 1  ) .  
Therefore, additionally, Ka and Kc quantum numbers have been introduced, which 
describe the angular momentum projections along the a and c axes respectively. The Ka 
and Kc quantum numbers are introduced because in this study, asymmetric top molecules 
are studied and it needs both Ka and Kc quantum numbers. 
For example, J = 2, the asymmetric top molecule has five corresponding energy 
levels (Figure 1 .6). l n  the middle of each line, when combining the two numbers at the 
end of the l ine, the quantum numbers of the corresponding energy level can be found. 
The quantum numbers are defined as J Ka,Kc- So for an example, in Figure 1 .6, as the J = 2, 
when Ka = 1 and Kc = 2, the complete quantum number can be described as 212 .  
10  
Table 1 .1  - Types of molecules according to the moment of inertia 
Group 
Linear 
Symmetric tops Prolate 
Oblate 
Spherical tops 
b 
Asymmetric tops 
• 
b 
Moment of inertia and required 
quantum numbers 
Need only J 
NeedJandKa 
Need Jand Kc 
Need only J 
Need J, Ka, and Kc 
1 1  
0 
2 
1 
1 
2 
0 
Ka J=2 Kc 
Prolate symmetric top Oblate symmetric top 
Figure 1.6 - Correlation diagram for J = 2 rotational energy levels. The two margins of the energy level diagram 
relate to prolate symmetric top (left) and oblate symmetric top (right). The asymmetric top molecule lies in­
between prolate and oblate top molecules. Hence to describe an asymmetric top molecule's rotation, quantum 
number J, K. and Kc are required 9 
In this study, for both projects, more than one distortion constant was used to 
make the data compatible with the experimental values. The energy expression can be 
expressed as below for a prolate symmetric rotor (Equation 1 . 1 7). 10 
I n  equation 1 . 1 7, it can be seen that DJ, DJK, and DK are the only three distortion 
constants. But in this study, up to five distortion constants have been used including 
81 and OK, additionally. Equation l . 1 7  is not the full energy expression and when higher J 
quantum numbers are used, more distortion constants need to be introduced and 
consequently the energy expression is expanded. 
1 2  
Ray's asymmetry parameter (K) is to measure the degree to which a molecule or a 
cluster is prolate or oblate. Prolate tops and oblate tops belong to the symmetric top 
category. Being an asymmetric top means that it has no rotational constants that are equal 
to one another (10 * h * le), but many asymmetric top molecules are close to one of the 
symmetric top limits. The shape of the symmetric top structures can be seen from Table 
1 . 1 .  From equation 1 . 1 8, K can be obtained and for a prolate top it equals to K = - 1  and for 
an oblate top, it equals to K = + I ,  so for any asymmetric top molecule, this K value varies 
in between + I  and - 1 .  
K.= 
28-A-C 
A-C 
( 1 . 1 8) 
Planar moment (Pxx) helps with structure determination. For three axes, P00, Pbb 
and Pee can be defined (Equation 1 . 1 9  - 1 .2 1 ). These three parameters are usefu l when 
determining the structure and the mass distribution along the a, b, and c axes. For 
example in DFE I C02 dimer study, for the first DFE I C02 structure (I) (Figure 1 .7), Pee 
is close to zero and that means along the c axis, there is no mass distributed and it is a 
planar structure. 1 1  Sometimes even for planar structures, Pee can be not exactly equal to 
zero because of the vibrational effect in the molecules. As the distance provides the 
average distance where the atoms locate and those atoms are not always lie in the 
expected plane so the Pee is not exactly zero. 
( 1 . 1 9) 
( 1 .20) 
( 1 .2 1 )  
1 3  
Figure 1 .7 - DFE I C02 dimer structure (I) with P •• = 449.86950(31), P66 = 88.10054(3 1 )  and P cc= 0.61469(31 )  11 
As there exist three axes, a, b and c ,  there are three dipole moment components, 
µa. µb, and µc, respectively. According to the variation of these values, the structures again 
can be categorized into three types according to the freedom of quantum number changes. 
The selection rules are described in Table 1 .2. 
Table 1.2 - Selection rules for a-type, b-type and c-type transitions 
Type of Dipole moment M 11Ka Mc 
transition 
a-type µa=F 0 0,± 1  0 ± 1  
b-type µb * 0 0, ± 1  ± 1  ± 1  
c -type µc =F 0 0,± 1  ± 1  0 
1.3 Instrumentation and optimization 
This thesis has two main projects in it. The first one is the analysis of spectra of 
DFE ( 1 ,  1 -difluoroethene) and C02 mixtures and the next project is the analysis of the 
spectrum of pure DFE sample. For DFE I C02 mixtures, 1 % DFE is mixed with 1 %, 2%, 
3% and 4% of C02 at a time. The sample was mixed with 2 atm Ne as a carrier gas, and 
the spectrum was obtained from 2 GHz to 8 GHz using the chirped-pulse Fourier-
14 
transform microwave (FTMW) spectrometer at the University of Virginia (UVa). The gas 
mixtures/sample were injected to the microwave vacuum chamber through five 1 mm 
nozzles at three times per second. 
The theoretical structure identification for DFE I C02 spectrum was done using 
the existing i nformation from the identified DFE I C02 dimer structures1 1  and also using 
the ABCluster application.12· 1 3 ABCluster does a basic structure identification using 
Coulomb-Lennard-Jones potential. Ab initio calculations were done using 
Gaussian09 W 14 at wB97X-D/6-3 1 +G(d,p) level to optimize the theoretical structures 
which have been obtained from the manual method (see below) or from ABCluster. 
The manual method refers to arranging the bigger mole cular clusters to optimize, 
and that arrangement was done by getti ng the information from the previous studies of 
DFE I C02. 1 1  In search of bigger clusters which contain DFE I C02, its dimer structure 
was used to deduce the bigger cluster. I n  the previous studies, the existence of four stable 
structures of DFE I C02 dimers have been found theoretically. I n  this manual method, the 
goal is to arrange the trimer, tetramer and pentamers of DFE I C02 the way it is arranged 
in the four dimer structures. The other method is deducing the structure using ABCluster. 
It i s  an application which uses artificial i ntelligence (AI )  to find the lowest energy stable 
clusters among a pool of possible arrangements. Though it does not give very accurate 
and precise information, the level of accuracy it  provides is enough as all the informati on 
can be directly fed to ab initio optimization. Both of these methods are discussed in detai l 
in Chapter 2. "Experimental Analysis of DFE I C02 spectra" . 
1 5  
1.4 Previous studies on other DFE I C02 structures 
This project is about DFE I C02 mixtures and the spectrum for a pure DFE 
sample. Pure DFE studies have not been done previously, so there information about the 
structural arrangement is very l imited. Due to this, all the initial structural analysis was 
done using ABCluster. For DFE I C02 a lot of literature information is available and most 
of the data were taken from the DFE I C02 dimer study. 11 ln that study, four stable 
theoretical dimer structures were identified and out of those four, one was found 
experimental ly in the spectrum. As it was previously mentioned, the main goal of this 
study is to identify the solvation shell that C02 forms when it dissolves fluorinated 
hydrocarbons (FHCs). The reason for fluorinated HCs being more C02-phil ic than their 
equivalent HC is another unresolved problem which existing information in chemistry 
cannot explain wel l .  Understanding this better is another goal of this study. So 
collectively studying different types of fluorinated HCs would help to understand the 
maximum number of C02 molecule that can be attracted to a fluorinated hydrocarbon 
(FHC) when the number of F atoms is changing. 
For that, different fluorinated HC mixtures with C02 need to be used, and 
currently, that is being done b y  this research group. At the moment 1, 1-difluoroethene 
and vinyl fluoride are being used as the fluorinated HCs. The maximum number of C02 
molecules that can bind to fl uorinated HCs still has not been confirmed, but with the 
previous study information, the solvation shell of the system is slowly being revealed 
while finding bigger clusters with more C02 molecules attached to the fluorinated HCs. 
1 6  
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2. Experimental analysis of C02 I 1,1 -difluoroethene (DFE) spectra 
2.1 Introduction 
This project is about identifying the solvation properties of supercritical C02 
(sc-C02). When C02 is dissolving a solute (here it is DFE), C02 makes a solvation 
shell around the solute. It is desirable to identify the solvation shell that C02 makes 
around the molecule it dissolves and chirped-pulse Fourier-transform microwave 
spectroscopy is a suitable technique to study this. Increasing the number of C02 
molecules and using different types of fluorinated hydrocarbons provides more 
information about the microsolvation ability of C02, which leads to developing a 
better model for microsolvation by sc-C02. The fact that fluorinated hydrocarbons 
have better solubility in C02 than the equivalent hydrocarbons, 1 leads to their 
industrial application as surfactants and dry cleaning agents. But the reasons behind 
their observation are not well explained. As discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 
1 . 1),  identification of sc-C02 solvation properties using microwave spectroscopy has 
a long history. In 1 995 Bemish et al reported structural arrangements for the 1 
ethylene (C2Rt) I I C02 dimer.2 Then in 201 4  Christenholz et al replaced one H with 
F (vinyl fluoride, VF), so VF I C02 dimer structural arrangements were identified.3 
More recently, in 20 1 6  Anderton et al studied l ,  1 -ditluoroethene (DFE) with 1 C02.4 
The present project is an extension of the DFE I C02 dimer. At this time, the aim of 
the project is looking for bigger structures (trimer, tetramer, pentamer, etc.) 
containing DFE and C02 molecules. 
2.2 Spectral analysis (Experimental) 
For the experiment, chirped-pulse Fourier-transform microwave (CP-FTMW) 
spectra of DFE I C02 were collected with 1 % DFE and four different C02 
1 9  
concentrations ( I %, 2%, 3% and 4% C02), as was described in Chapter 1 .3, 
' Instrumentation and optimization' part. 
The University of Virginia (UVa) CP-FTMW spectrometer provided averages 
of 400,000 individual spectra for each mixture across the 2 - 8 GHz range. 5 While the 
CP-FTMW spectrometer at Eastern Illinois University is more sensitive for acquiring 
data than UVa spectrometer, the data collection time is very high using the EIU CP­
FTMW for the same number of shots. So it is preferable to use the UVa spectrometer 
for broader spectral analysis, where the high number of averages is important. Some 
peaks were unique to one scan while other peaks appeared on all four scans. Figure 
2. 1 ,  shows the same peak appearing in all four scans. The four obtained DFE I C02 
spectra were displayed on the same graph using Origin (Figure 2. 1 ).6 Previous studies 
done on VF I C02, showed that when a dimer was compared with a trimer, the trimer 
intensity was - I %  - I 0% of the dimer intensity. 3·7 This information led to 
misidentifying the spectrum identity as a trimer. The intensity variation of the dimer 
(DFE I C02) to the identified spectrum (- 1 0%) gave the indication that this spectrum 
is a result of the rotation of a bigger cluster than a dimer (could be a trimer or might 
be a tetramer). As it was expected, a unique peak pattern, named as a constant 
difference pattern (where the distance between the I 51 and 2"d peaks and the 3rd and 4th 
peaks is the same) was identified in all four spectra (Figure 2.2), with the maximum 
intensity recorded in the 2% C02 / I %  DFE spectrum. The constant difference pattern 
is a term used to identify a unique pattern like in Figure 2.2, where peaks are 
separated by equal distances (d l - d2, with a 4.0 kHz uncertainty). Though the 
transitions are different, the energy difference between the two transitions is equal to 
each other (d i - d2) (Figure 2.3). The uncertainty of 4.0 kHz is determined by the 
quality of the spectrometer used. This spectrometer provides one data point (in V) 
20 
each and every 1 2.5 kHz (from 2 GHz to 8 GHz) and the average of such 400,000 
points determines the final scan. It has been found that the University of Virginia 
spectrometer has a 4.0 kHz uncertainty. Before FTMW technology, the uncertainty 
associated with spectrometers (Stark modulation microwave spectrometer) used to be 
around 1 00 kHz. 8 
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Figure 2.1 - Intensity variation of different species in four spectra with different C02 proportions. The DFE 
I C02 dimer is responsible for the peak around 6864 MHz (right) and the species identified recently in this 
project can be seen around 6803 MHz {left) 
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Figure 2.3 - The energy difference between di and d2. di - d2 with a 4.0 kHz uncertainty, as determined by 
the spectrometer used 
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The intensity variation shown in Figure 2. 1 was considered. The peak 
responsible for the transition 61s  - 606 was identified as the dimer (C02 I DFE) from 
earlier spectra.4 For the vinyl fluoride (VF) and C02 studies, trimer VF I (C02)2 
intensities were of - I - I 0% its dimer,5 also, for this project the first guess for this 
peak pattern was a trimer (three molecules in any combination of C02 and DFE). 
Then the constant difference patterns needed to be identified. So far only a manual 
method was used to identify the constant difference patterns. MS Excel was helpful to 
some extent to identify the patterns, but not completely successful because the 
adjacent peaks ( 1 st - 2"d, 3rd - 4th) could lie below a 4 kHz range because of the 
uncertainty of the transitions, and that uncertainty is hard to feed into MS Excel. 
Using the manual method three constant difference patterns were identified. The 
frequency differences of the midpoints of the constant difference patterns are almost 
the same (- 1 096 MHz), indicating that they belong to one spectrum of the same 
c luster (Figure 2.2). 
Table 2.1 - Frequencies of constant difference patterns. The distancing is -2C between two constant 
difference patterns and that distance is very clear in the higher frequencies 
Pl (MHz) P2 (MHz) P3 (MHz) P4 (MHz) P l - P2 P3 - P4 d l - d2 Mid-point 
(d i )  (d2) (MHz) (MHz) 
(MHz) (MHz) 
7900. 1 222 7900.0466 7899.6956 7899.6 158 0.0756 0.0798 0.0043 7899.87 1 1  
6804.4463 6804.0155  6802.0390 6801 .6093 0.4308 0.4298 0.00 1 0  6803.0273 
571 3 .3763 5710.9705 5701 .9091 5699.5027 2.4058 2.4064 0.0006 5706.4398 
4634.4095 4622.9423 4593 .963 1 4582.4968 1 1 .4672 1 1 .4663 0.0009 4608.4527 
3560.8956 3520.4469 3470.1 992 3429.7492 40.4487 40.4500 0.00 1 3  3495.323 l 
Distortion constants were applied since the structures are rotating with high J 
values, and do not behave as a rigid rotor and the bond lengths elongate. The 
frequency difference between d l  and d2 does not vary as it maintains the same energy 
23 
difference (Figure 2.3), which is equal to the energy difference of 524 - 5 14, so d 1 = 
d2 . If two pairs of peaks are placed at the same distances within the ± 4 kHz margin, 
those peaks are related to d 1 and d2 - type difference in energy transitions. Three such 
fingerprint-like constant difference patterns were identified around 7900 MHz, 6803 
MHz and 5700 MHz (Table 2. 1 ). Then using SPFIT application, the three 
experimental rotational constants were obtained (Figure 2.4).9•10 A total of 1 1 3 
transitions were measured to obtain the experimental rotational constants with five 
distortion constants (Table 2.2 & Table 2.3). 
Table 2.2 - Experimental rotational and distortion constants of possible tetramer structure 
Parameter Experimental values 
A / MHz 638.36285( 1 1 )  
B l  MHz 608. 1 2956( 1 2) 
C / MHz 548.6 1 474( 1 1 )  
!J.1 I kHz 0.264 1 (2 1 )  
!J.lK I kHz 0.2 1 8(9) 
/J.K I kHz 0.03 1 (8) 
61 I kHz 0.0506( 1 1 ) 
OK I kHz -0 . 1 49(6) 
/).V rrns a I kHz 2.3 
N 1 1 3 
a �Vrms 
=
 
(L(Vobs�Vcalc)2) 112; N is the number of transitions. 
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Figure 2.4 - Spectroscopic assignment of DFE I (C02)J tetramer using AABS and SPFIT/SPCAT programs. 
The predicted spectrum (Figure 2.4 (a)) and experimental rotational spectrum (Figure 2.4 (b)). Transitions 
are (left to right) (J KaKc) : 514 - 423, 524 - 423, 514 - 413, 524 - 413 
Table 2.3 - Fitted rotational transitions of the identified spectrum 
]' K'  K' ]" K" K" Exp. (MHz) Exp. - Cale. a c a c (kHz) 
2 0 2 l l l 2245.0458 -0.2 
2 l 2 l l l 2253.9675 2.0 
2 0 2 l 0 I 2275.2794 0.6 
2 l 2 I 0 I 2284. 1 987 0.5 
2 1 1 l 1 0 2372.9943 1 .2 
2 2 1 l l 0 2463.69 1 6  2 . 1  
2 2 0 l l 0 250 1 .8966 5.7 
3 0 3 2 I 2 3359.6 1 19 0.0 
3 l 3 2 1 2 336 1 .3455 0.3 
3 0 3 2 0 2 3368.53 1 7  0.4 
3 l 3 2 0 2 3370.2646 0.0 
3 1 2 2 2 I 3429.7492 -2.3 
3 2 2 2 2 l 3470. 1 992 0.0 
3 I 2 2 l 1 3520.4469 - 1 .0 
3 2 2 2 I I 3560.8956 0.0 
3 2 l 2 2 0 3571 .8738 1 .5 
3 2 I 2 l 1 3700.7706 0.5 
3 I 2 2 0 2 3707.9030 -6.9 
3 3 l 2 2 0 375 1 .5238 -2.6 
3 3 0 2 2 I 3809. 1 579 -2.3 
3 3 0 2 l l 3899.8533 -3.4 
4 0 4 3 1 3 446 1 .0735 -0.3 
4 1 4 3 1 3 446 1 .35 1 1  0.0 
4 0 4 3 0 3 4462.806 1 - 1 . 1  
4 1 4 3 0 3 4463.0856 1 . 1  
4 2 2 3 3 I 4570. 1 544 5.4 
4 1 3 3 2 2 4582.4968 1 .8 
4 2 3 3 2 2 4593.963 1 -0. 1 
4 1 3 3 1 2 4622.9423 -0. 1 
4 2 3 3 1 2 4634.4095 - 1 .3 
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]' K' K' ]" K" K" Exp. (MHz) Exp. - Cale. a c a c (kHz) 
4 3 2 3 3 I 4673.4326 0.0 
4 2 2 3 2 I 4749.8029 -0. 1 
4 3 1 3 3 0 4749.8759 - 1 .2 
4 3 2 3 2 1 4853.0864 -0.5 
4 2 2 3 1 2 4930. 1 265 1 .3 
4 3 1 3 2 1 4948.9620 - 1 .8 
4 2 3 3 l 3 4972.057 1 0.8 
4 3 2 3 2 2 4992.9595 - 1 .8 
4 4 1 3 3 0 5040.7 1 03 0.7 
4 4 0 3 3 0 5048.9726 0.6 
4 4 1 3 3 1 5060. 1 409 - 1 . 1  
4 4 0 3 3 I 5068.4082 3.6 
4 3 1 3 1 2 5 129.2872 1 .2 
4 4 0 3 2 1 5248.0607 2.0 
4 4 1 3 2 2 5379.669 1 - 1 .6 
5 3 2 4 4 0 5659.6641 - 1 . 5 
5 1 4 4 2 3 5699.5027 0.6 
5 2 4 4 2 3 5701 .909 1 1 . 1  
5 1 4 4 1 3 57 1 0.9705 0. 1 
5 2 4 4 1 3 57 1 3 .3763 0.0 
5 2 3 4 3 2 5775.3660 1 .6 
5 3 3 4 3 2 58 16.2680 0.7 
5 4 2 4 4 I 5865.2298 2.3 
5 2 3 4 2 2 5878.6477 -0.4 
5 4 1 4 4 0 5912.767 1 0.9 
5 3 3 4 2 2 5919.55 1 1  0.0 
5 3 2 4 3 1 5958.76 1 3  0.8 
5 4 2 4 3 I 6 1 56.0594 -0.3 
5 3 2 4 2 2 6 1 57.9 1 76 -3.6  
5 2 3 4 1 3 6 1 85.83 1 6  0.7 
5 4 l 4 3 l 62 1 1 .8604 -0.5 
5 2 4 4 1 4 62 1 2.6096 -3.4 
5 3 3 4 2 3 62 1 5.2658 0.3 
5 4 2 4 3 2 625 1 .9353 - 1 .4 
5 4 1 4 3 2 6307.7367 - 1 .2 
5 5 1 4 4 0 6325.2507 - 1 .4 
5 5 0 4 4 0 6328.3899 1 .5 
5 5 1 4 4 I 6333.5 1 39 -0.7 
5 5 0 4 4 1 6336.6498 - 1 .0 
5 4 1 4 2 2 64 1 1 .02 1 5  -0. l  
5 3 2 4 2 3 6453.6375 l .8 
5 3 2 4 1 3 6465. 1 049 0.9 
5 5 0 4 3 1 6627.4893 6.0 
5 4 2 4 2 3 6650.9290 -5.8 
5 5 1 4 3 2 6720.2203 -3.6  
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]' K' K' ]" K" K" Exp. (MHz) Exp. - Cale. a c a c (kHz) 
6 4 2 5 5 1 673 1 .7552 -5.9 
6 l 5 5 2 4 6801 .6093 0.2 
6 2 5 5 2 4 6802.0390 2 . 1  
6 I 5 5 1 4 6804.0155  0.5 
6 2 5 5 1 4 6804.4463 3.5 
6 3 3 5 4 l 6869.30 1 5  -5.7 
6 3 3 5 4 2 6925. 1 098 1 .3 
6 2 4 5 3 3 6926.33 1 5  0.2 
6 3 4 5 3 3 6937.5827 0.3 
6 2 4 5 2 3 6967.2348 0.6 
6 4 3 5 4 2 7026.6567 0.5 
6 5 2 5 5 I 7048.2338 2.5 
6 5 I 5 5 0 7072.702 1 0.8 
6 3 3 5 3 2 7 1 22.4070 -0.6 
6 4 2 5 4 1 7 1 44.2480 0.7 
6 4 3 5 3 2 7223.9533 -2. 1 
6 4 2 5 3 2 7397.3476 0.0 
6 3 3 5 2 3 740 1 .6802 -0.6 
6 2 4 5 1 4 7442.0987 4. 1 
6 3 4 5 2 4 7450.9393 -0.5 
6 5 2 5 4 1 7460.7 1 60 - 1 .2 
6 4 3 5 3 3 7462.3258 0. 1 
6 5 I 5 4 1 7488.323 1 -0.4 
6 5 2 5 4 2 75 1 6.5 1 73 - 1 . 1  
6 5 1 5 4 2 7544. 1 230 - 1 .6 
6 6 I 5 5 0 7605.4862 -2.8 
6 6 0 5 5 0 7606.5996 1 .0 
6 6 1 5 5 I 7608.6233 -2 .0 
6 6 0 5 5 1 7609.7348 0.0 
6 4 2 5 3 3 7635.7 1 99 2.0 
6 4 2 5 2 3 7676.6203 -0.4 
6 5 I 5 3 2 774 1 .4272 3.2 
6 3 3 5 2 4 7874. 1 4 1 5  6. 1 
6 3 3 5 I 4 7876.5407 -0.6 
7 1 6 6 2 5 7899.6 1 58 -5.4 
7 2 6 6 2 5 7899.6956 5.6 
7 I 6 6 I 5 7900.0466 -2.4 
6 4 3 5 1 4 7978.0907 1 .6 
2.3 Computational analysis (Theoretical) 
ABCluster and manual arrangements were used to deduce the structure and the 
calculations were optimized from Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-3 l +G(d,p) level. 1 1  
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ABCluster is an application that does basic structure identification using the 
Coulomb-Lennard-Jones potential. 12· 1 3 ABCluster acts as an artificial bee colony 
which identifies the lowest energy structure and seeks ( like a bee looking for better 
nectar) another structure which is lower than the previously identified structure. When 
initiating this method, the group was doubtful about the accuracy of the application. 
However, the first tests were done on previously identified structures to check 
whether it can reproduce the previous data, such as DFE I C02 dimer structures. 
While the computational parameters were varied, the output structures were observed 
and with the final applied parameters, ABCluster gave the expected DFE I C02 lowest 
energy structure which was theoretically calculated and experimentally observed. 4 
This is a simple approximation which is not adequate to obtain the final structures, but 
the ABCluster output structures arrange the molecules to the close proximity of the 
lowest energy structure. Hence it reduces the optimization time for ab initio 
calculations. 
Ab initio calculations were done using Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-
3 1  +G(d,p) level to optimize the theoretical structures which were obtained from the 
manual method or from ABCluster. For the manual arrangement, previous DFE I C02 
stable theoretical structural arrangements were considered.4 Also known were the 
rotational constants of the DFE I C02 dimer. The dimer rotational constant values 
numerically were much larger than compared to the new experimental rotational 
constants, so the structural optimization was started with trimers (DFE I (C02)2) 
(Table 2.4), and then expanded to optimize tetramers and pentamers. The 
experimental values were most comparable with a tetramer structure. However, for 
each combination (trimer, tetramer, pentamer, etc.) more than twenty different 
structural arrangements were optimized within the lowest energy arrangements shown 
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in Figure 2.5 - 2. 7. Then for all the structures, the difference between the average of 
the experimental and the theoretical rotational constants was calculated (Equation 
2. 1 ). This value gives an idea of the deviation of the theoretical values from the 
experimental values (Table 2.5). As it was a single value, it is easy to understand there 
would be a deviation. It is assumed that the cluster giving the minimum simple 
difference was probably the cluster responsible for the experimental values. 
. . ((A+B+C) (A+B+C) ) Simple difference = -- - --3 Experimental 3 Theoretical (2. 1 )  
Table 2.4 - Comparison of experimental spectroscopic data and the lowest energy theoretical structural 
data 
Parameters Experimental 
values 
A / MHz 638.36285( 1 1 ) 
B l  MHz 608. 1 2956( 1 2) 
C / MHz 548.61474( 1 1 )  
µa I D  strong 
µb I D  weakest 
µc I D  weak 
. L 
P I amu A a 480.2748(5) aa 
. L  
Pb/ amu A 
440.91 63(5) 
. ;. 
P l amu A 350. 7636(5) cc 
IJ 
%Mavg 
l:l.v c f  kHz 2.3 rms 
N 1 1 3 
a Planar moment Pa = 0.5(/b + le + Ia) = Li m;rl 
b 
Trimer Tetramer Pen tamer 
1 DFE / 1 DFE / (DFE)2 I 
(C02h (C02)3 (C02)3 
1 1 22 634 422 
99 1 581  341  
604 532 264 
0.5 0.9 0. 1 
1 . 1  1 .0 0. 1 
0.9 0 . 1  0 . 1  
448. 1 5 1 1 .0 1 1 0 1 . l  
388.6 439.5 8 1 3 . I 
6 1 .9 358. 1 382.8 
5 1 .4 2.69 1 29.7 
Percent difference between experimental and calculated rotational constants of each sized cluster. (B, =A, B, C) 
(%ll.B avg =  (:E(B/obs)-B/calc)/B,(obs))x 100%). 
2 1/2 c tivrms = (E<vobs�Vcatc) ) ; N is number of transitions of the spectrum. 
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Table 2.5 - The difference of the average of the experimental rotational constants and theoretical rotational 
constants of the lowest energy structures 
A (MHz) B (MHz) C (MHz) Simple Difference 
Experimental 638.36285( 1 1 ) 608. 1 2956( 1 2) 548.61 474( 1 1 )  0 
Theoretical I 1 22 99 1 604 307 
Trimer 
Theoretical 634 581  532 - 1 6  
Tetramer 
Theoretical 422 341 264 256 
Pen tamer 
Figure 2.5 - The lowest energy DFE I (C02)2 trimer 
Figure 2.6 - The lowest energy DFE I (C02h tetramer 
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Figure 2.7 - The lowest energy (DFE)z I (C02h pentamer 
When comparing the theoretical structures to the experimental structure, there 
is no doubt that the experimental values belong to a tetramer structure, so thereafter 
different tetramer orientations were optimized to find the best structure. 
2.4 Tetramer optimization 
After the confirmation of the cluster composition as a tetramer (DFE I (C02)3), 
different tetramer orientations were optimized using Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-
3 l +G( d,p) level. Then the theoretical values of the tetramer structures were compared 
to experimental values to identify the best match. The structures were compared 
visually with the components of the dimer structures (Table 2.6) and the theoretical 
values were compared with the experimental values as well (Table 2. 7). First the 
%Mavg and M (the energy difference of the particular structure's energy and the 
minimum energy structure in kJ/mol) were considered. However, the Paa, Pbb and Pee 
parameters were also considered. But in comparison to the DFE I C02 dimer 
structure, the planar moment values are harder to relate directly to observed structural 
features as the structures are getting bulkier. 
3 1  
Table 2.6 - Energies and the relative energies of the theoretically stable structures of DFE I (C02h tetra mer. 
The optimization was done in Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-3l+G(d,p) level. (TTI denotes the stable 
theoretical structure of DFE I (C02h tctramer) 
Structure 
(Tfl ) - b08 
(TT2) - b 1 2  
(TI3) - b l 5  
(Tf4) - b09 
-842.58986 
-842.58925 
-842.58875 
-842.58866 
Relative energy 
(Energy - Min. Energy) 
(kJ/mol) 
0.00 
1 .59 
2.91 
3. 1 5  
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Table 2. 7 - The comparison of experimental spectroscopic data with theoretical data of low energy tetra mer 
structures 
Parameters Experimental ITl 0  IT2 TT3 TT4 
values 
A / MHz 638.36285( 1 1 ) 634 63 1 6 1 6  797 
B l  MHz 608. 1 2956( 1 2) 581  585 575 485 
C / MHz 548.6 1 474( 1 1 )  532 533 494 380 
µa I D  strong 0.9 1 .0 1 .4 0.0 
µb I D  weakest 1 .0 0.9 0.2 1 .0 
µc I D  weak 0. 1 0. 1 0.6 1 .2 
. l. P / amu A 480.2748(5) 5 1 1 .0 505.3 540.2 869.2 aa 
. z 440.91 63(5) 439.5 442. 1 481 .9 46 1 .8 Pbbl amu A 
• l. P / amu A 350.7636(5) 358. 1  358.6 338.8 1 72.0 cc 
%!l.Bavg 2.7 3.0 6 . 1  7.4 
-I 
l!iE (kJmol )b 0.00 l . 59 2.91 3 . 1 5  
a TTI denotes the stable theoretical structure of DFE I (C02)3 tetramer. 
b E, Energy is calculated from the OFT when it is optimized at wB97X-D/6-3 l +G(d,p) level. L1E is the energy 
difference of the particular structure's energy and the minimum energy structure. 
2.5 Theoretical structure optimization and interpretation 
The theoretical structure optimization was done by two methods. 
1 .  Manual arrangement 
2. ABCluster 
Manual arrangement 
Experimental and theoretical structural studies of the DFE I C02 dimer have 
been previously done,4 so it is fair to think that the tetramer contains the dimer 
arrangements. In the dimer studies, four theoretically stable structures were identified 
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but only one structure was experimentally found (Figure 2.8). It is believed that the 
formation of the other three structures were not favorable at this condition, so in the 
manual arrangement, the DFE and C02 molecules were arranged first as in the dimer, 
and then a tetramer arrangement was built around the dimer fragment. 
tJE (k)mo1·11 0.00 
II 
0.25 0.56 
IV 
0.60 
E, Energy is calculated from zero-point energy (ZPE) at MP2/6-31 l++G(2d,2p) level when it is optimized. LJE 
is the energy difference of the particular structure's energy and the minimum energy structure. 
Figure 2.8 - Previously identified theoretical DFE I C02 dimer orientations. Only structure III was 
experimentally identified4 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.9 - (a) Initial structural arrangement of DFE I (C02h with the orientations from the dimer 
structures. (b) The side-view of (a). The encircled molecules are very similar to DFE I C02 dimer structure 
The method showed a considerable level of success as most of the structures 
resulted in arrangements very similar to the dimer orientation. But there were two 
limitations. First, there might be stable arrangements at completely different positions 
that are difficult to imagine. Secondly, when the structure gets bigger, it is harder to 
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arrange the molecules in 30 structures logically while paying attention to the 
attractions and repulsions of all the atoms, so it was necessary to find a better 
structure deducing method, and here ABCluster was used. 
ABCluster 
ABCluster is a method of predicting stable (low energy) structures of loosely 
bound complexes and ions by using Coulomb-Lennard-Jones potential (Equation 
2.2). 12,13 This equation gives the potential energy using three parameters; q, the 
relative charge of an atom, a (A) the equilibrium distance when the potential energy is 
minimum among two atoms, and € (kJ mor1) the depth of the potential well (when the 
o is at its lowest). 
L�= L� . (qiqj + 4 Ei .  ((Uij)
12 (Uij)6)) 
i 1 i<J r · . J r · . r · . l} l} l} (
2.2) 
ABCluster is also known as Artificial Bee Colony; the term was used because 
it acts like a bee colony. Bees in a beehive need to find the best nectar source around, 
so for that, they effectively communicate the information about the nectar to other 
bees using their 'waggle dance' ;  first they find a nectar source and communicate it to 
the other bees, so the other bees use that nectar and also look for other nectar sources 
as well. When they find another source of nectar, they compare the quality of the 
nectar to that of the previously found sources, choosing the best one and removing the 
other sources. This cycle is repeated until they find the best source of nectar. 
Likewise, in ABCluster, first it finds a stable structure with low potential 
energy (UrxJ) of a structure in the pool of structures. Then it looks for other structures 
which have lower energy than the previous one. When it finds a lower energy one, it 
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takes that structure while removing the higher energy structure. Then the cycle runs 
again looking for even lower energy structures. After running for many cycles, it finds 
the lowest energy structure. 
The input for this calculation needs the charge (q, Coulomb), epsilon (€, 
kJ/mol) and sigma (a, A). Charge is assigned to atoms assuming a + l  cation has a + l  
charge and a - I anion has - 1  charge. As DFE and C02 molecules do not have an 
external charge, all the charges contain values in between - 1  < q < 1 .  Also, as C02 and 
DFE do not have an external charge, the sum of the charges of each molecule should 
be zero. Luckily, for C02 the data was easily available as the newest force field data 
can be downloaded from http://mackerell. umary/andedu/charmm ffshtml. 14 Likewise, the 
a and € values for the two molecules can also be found from the manual. Fortunately, 
the force field values for C02 were available in the manual, but for DFE the values 
had to be estimated, after finding somewhat similar molecules. As an example, the a 
and € values (but not q) for F in fluoroethene were not available, but the fluoroethane 
values, which are available could be used. It is true that these structures are different 
so force field values would be different. However, toppar/top_all36_cgenff.rtf file in 
the resources, provides the q value for aliphatic fluoroalkane and its charge is equal to 
-0.22 C and that molecule is the simplest molecule which has fluorine in it (#FGA l ) 
(Figure 2. 1 0), so it is fair to assume that fluorine in this DFE molecule will also take a 
closer value to -0.22 C. Then the code FGA 1 was taken and that code is used to find cr 
and ( values for the fluorine atom (from tluoroethane) in toppar/par a1136 cgenff.rtf. 
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ATON H12 ' HGA2 0 . 09 
ATON C4 ' CG3C51 0 . 11 H52 ' H53 ' 
ATOM H42 ' HGAl 0 . 09 \ I 
ATON C2 ' CG3C51 0 . 05 H51 ' -C5 ' 04 ' Hll ' 
ATON H22 ' HGA6 0 . 11 \ I \ I 
ATON F2 ' rGA1 -0 . 22 H42 ' --C4 ' Cl ' --Hl2 ' 
ATON C3 ' CG3C51 -0 . 06 I I ATON H31 ' HGA1 0 . 09 I H31 ' --C3 ' - -C2 ' --F2 ' (beta) 
GROUP I \ 
ATOM 03 ' OG303 -0 . 4 0  03 ' H22 ' 
ATOM P PG2 1 . 10 I 
ATOM OlP OG2Pl -0 . 90 OlP-P-02P 
ATOM 02P OG2Pl -0 . 90 I I  
ATOM 03P OG2Pl -0 . 90 03P ( -2 )  
GROUP 
ATOM CS ' CG331 -0 . 27 
ATOM H51 ' HGA3 0 . 09 
ATOM H52 ' HGA3 0 . 09 
ATOM H53 ' HGA3 0 . 09 
Figure 2.10 - The available fluoroalkane in the ABCluster resource, its code and the charge15 
Thereafter cr and e: need to be converted using the given equations 2.3 - 2.4. 
€ABCluster = €cHARMM x (-4. 184) (2.3) 
CTABCluster = CTcHARMM X 25/6 (2.4) 
Using different guessing parameters, ABCluster was run on the DFE I C02 
dimer, a structure that was previously identified theoretically and experimentally, so 
the parameters were changed until ABCluster gave an output similar to the 
experimentally found dimer structure and finally it gave the correct dimer structure. 
These final parameters were then used in this study. They still might not be the best 
parameters, but as it provides a very similar structure to the identified DFE I C02 
dimer, it is believable that the parameters are accurate to a certain level. To make the 
parameters better, the resulting structures have been optimized using Gaussian09W. 
But the better output is still expected because parameters used for ABCluster have 
given very similar outputs to the experimentally and theoretically identified DFE I 
C02 structure and even in the identified theoretical trimer and tetramer structures, the 
dimer structural components can be seen. Also, it is very efficient in providing 60 or 
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more structures in Jess than a few seconds. Moreover, the given values are further 
optimized by Gaussian09W. 
ABCluster needs three types of input files to run its application; a .xyz file for 
each molecule; an . inp file, and a .cluster file. The cluster file contains information 
about the composition of the cluster. For example, for the tetramer, it consists of 2 
different types of molecules (DFE and C02) and 1 of DFE and 3 of C02 are required 
to make the cluster (Figure 2. 1 1  ). Then the .inp file is required (Figure 2 . 1 2). It 
contains information about how many local minima (LM) are to be saved and what 
cluster file values to use . 
. Cluster file 
2 
dfe.xyz 1 ---------­
co2.xyz 3 ------­
* 10.0000 
# of different molecules/ .xyz files 
# of DFE in the cluster 
# of C02 in the cluster 
.inp file 
D1C3.cluster 
20 
100 
3 
10.00000000 
D1C3 
60 
Figure 2.1 1 - Cluster file for DFE I (C02h tetramer 
# cluster file name 
# population size 
# maximal generations 
# scout limit 
# amplitude 
# save optimized configuration 
# number of LMs to be saved 
Figure 2.12 - .inp file for DFE I (C02h tetramcr 
The last file is the .xyz file. For each different molecule it needs a .xyz file, 
hence here it needs .xyz files for C02 and DFE (Figure 2. 1 3  & 2. 1 4). For C02 the .xyz 
was available in the resources. But for DFE, a closely related molecule's values were 
used (see above). These structures are more accurately optimized by Gaussian09W in 
wB97X-D/6-3 l +G(d,p) format. At the moment, a brief optimization is necessary, so 
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even though all the true forcefield values were not used, it appears to be okay to use 
the ABC luster output files as the input of Gaussian09W to optimize. 
The other thing that must be considered in order to obtain reliable ABCluster 
result is the charge of each atom according to its distribution of electrons. It is 
assumed that one + ion has + 1 charge and with that assumption, the values were 
assigned roughly as the electronic charge expected to be distributed in the molecule. 
In the latter part of the file content, the tag is for the value of € and cr values. From the 
tag, the source can be found as described above and in Figure 2. 1 0. 
C02.xyz file 
3 -------------------------- # atoms in the molecule 
carbon dioxide 
c 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000} 
0 0.00000000 0.00000000 1 .162 xyz coordinates of each atoms 
0 0.00000000 0.00000000 -1.162 
+0.60 0.2427 2. 7849 # CG207 
q (C) c (kJ/mol) a (A) 
} 
q, c and a values for each atom 
-0.30 0.6904 3.0148 # OG2D5 
-0.30 0.6904 3.0148 # OG2D5 
Figure 2.13 - The content of the xyz file of C02 
DFE.xyz file 
6 
difluoroethylene 
c -0.17222200 1.35232000 0.00000000 
H -1.15770300 1.76912800 0.00000000 
H 0.68020500 1.99905600 0.00000000 
c 0.00000000 0.00810800 0.00000000 
F 1.24336300 -0.51777200 0.00000000 
F -1.07549200 -0.80786800 0.00000000 
q (C) c (kJ/mol) a (A) 
-0.26 0.2678 3. 7061 # CG2D2 
+0.17 
+0.17 
+0.55 
- 0.32 
- 0.31 
0.1088 
0.1088 
0.2678 
0.4058 
0.4058 
2.2451 # HGA4 
2.2451 # HGA4 
3.7061 # CG2D2 
2.8509 # FGAl 
2.8509 # FGAl 
Figure 2.14 - The content of the xyz file ofDFE 
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Using the data set for tluoroethane (DFE_ l )  (Figure 2. I 5), for ABCluster did 
not give the expected structure (Figure 2 . 1 6), so the q values were changed until it 
gave the correct structure (DFE_2) (Figure 2 . 1 7) and the global minimum of the 
dimer was obtained (Figure 2. 1 8). 12• 13 Hence it was assumed the data set (q, er, and €) 
was correct and good to use for further calculations for trimer and beyond. 
DFE.xyz (DFE_l) 
6 
difluoroethylene 
c -0.17222200 1 .35232000 0.00000000 
H -1.15770300 1.76912800 0.00000000 
H +0.68020500 1 .99905600 0.00000000 
c +0.00000000 0.00810800 0.00000000 
F + 1 .24336300 -0.51777200 0.00000000 
F -1 .07549200 -0.80786800 0.00000000 
q (C) c (kJ/mol) a (A) 
- 0.26 0.2678 3.7061 # CG2D2 
+0.10 0.1088 2.2451 # HGA5 
+0.10 0. 1088 2.2451 # HGA5 
+0.55 0.2678 3.7061 # CG2D2 
- 0.32 0.4058 2.8509 # FGAl 
- 0.31 0.4058 2.8509 # FGAl 
Figure 2.15 - lst .xyz file data for DFE with the initial q values 
Figure 2.16 - First DFE I C02 structure obtained from ABCluster 
40 
DFE.xyz (DFE_2) 
6 
difluoroethylene 
c -0.17222200 1.35232000 0.00000000 
H -1.15770300 1.76912800 0.00000000 
H +0.68020500 1.99905600 0.00000000 
c +0.00000000 0.00810800 0.00000000 
F + 1.24336300 -0.51777200 0.00000000 
F -1 .07549200 -0.80786800 0.00000000 
q (C) c (kJ/mol) a (A) 
- 0.50 0.2845 3. 7240 # CG2D2 
+0.25 0.1088 2.2451 # HGA5 
+0.25 0.1088 2.2451 # HGA5 
+0.60 0.2845 3. 7240 # CG2D2 
- 0.30 0.4058 2.8509 # FGAl 
- 0.30 0.4058 2.8509 # FGAl 
Figure 2.17 - Corrected .xyz file for DFE with new q values 
Figure 2.18 - Expected dimer structure (DFE I C02) 
When the application is run, it provides .gjf files (60 or more as requested). 
Each .gjf file contains the approximately optimized (from Coulomb-Lennard-Jones 
potential energy equation) xyz coordinates of all the atoms. Also, the graphical 
interpretation of this could be obtained using Gauss View (Figure 2. 1 9). 
4 1  
Figure 2.19 - Graphical interface of the .gjf file of the 0th structure of DFE I (C02h. (In ABCluster, the 
lowest energy structure is given as o•h structure) 
The .gjf file is then further optimized with Gaussian09W using the wB97X-
D/6-3 1 +G(d,p) format. For this structure, it took 1 hour and 36 minutes to optimize 
(Figure 2.20). It could be said that due to ABCluster's initial preliminary calculations, 
the optimization time in Gaussian09W is also reduced compared to the time taken to 
optimize a manually oriented structure. ABCluster is only a tool for very preliminary 
level optimization. But when Gaussian09W is for this calculation, the structures are 
optimized with the density functional theory (DFT), so it is fair to expect a somewhat 
different structure than the input. 
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.gjf interface .out interface 
Gaussian09W. 
<.i>B97X-D/6-31 +G(d,p). 
1 hours 36 minutes 41.0 seconds. 
Figure 2.20 - Gaussian09W optimization of .gjf file 
With the details obtained, the 01h structure is the best fitting theoretical 
structure for the found spectrum. For the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer, 20 structures were 
optimized using the manual structural arrangement, while 40 structures were 
optimized using ABCluster. The lowest energy structure given from all of the above 
after Gaussian09W optimization, was not the 0th structure (given by ABCluster), but 
the 81h structure. However, the 01h structure and the glh structures are visibly very 
similar, and the energy difference between them is 25.9 J mor1 (Table 2.8). Also, the 
%!1Buvg value is lower in the 01h structure (2.69 MHz). Hence 01h structure can be 
taken as the best matching structure with the experimental data. It is not an 
uncommon thing of observing repetitions of structures in the output of ABCluster. 
Such structures can gives two different energy values because of the error associated 
with the optimization method. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.21 - (a) Best fitting structure (Tetramer, DFE I (C02)3) for the found spectrum, (b) 3th structure 
from ABCiuster after the optimization - the 3th structure is essentially the same as the o•h structure 
Table 2.3 - Theoretical data comparison ofOth structure vs. 3th structure 
Parameters otn structure 8tn structure 
theoretical values theoretical values 
A / MHz 634 626 
B l  MHz 58 1  585 
C l  MHz 532 530 
µa I D  0.9 1 .0 
µb I D 1 .0 0.9 
µc l D 0 . 1  0. 1 
• L. P / amu A 5 1 1 .0 505.0 aa 
• L. 
Pb/ amu A 439.5 448.4 
. 1. 
P / amu A 358. 1  358.6 cc 
%Mavg 2.7 3.0 
·I 0.0 25.9 !l.E (J mol ) 
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In  this structure identification and optimization, it was confirmed that the 
found experimental structurer is a tetramer (DFE I (C02)3), even though it was 
initially expected to be a trimer. But the experimental rotational constants are very 
different from the trimer values. The structure optimization was done using both the 
manual method and using ABCluster. From all the methods, finally, the most closely 
comparable structure was identified as the oth structure which was obtained from 
ABCluster and optimized. 
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3. Experimental analysis of pure 1,1 -difluoroethene (DFE) spectrum 
3. 1 Introduction 
Apart from the mainstream study of mixtures of 1 ,  1 -difluoroethene (DFE) and 
C02, a sample of only I ,  1 -difluoroethene (DFE) was also analyzed at this time. These 
results do not directly give any conclusions about the salvation properties of C02 but the 
behavior of DFE in this spectrum will indeed help understand the behavior of DFE in 
DFE I C02 spectra. For example, the attraction and repulsion forces among F and F 
atoms and F and H atoms can help predict the arrangement of C02 molecules around 
DFE. However, unlike the DFE I C02 spectra, this structure does not have literature data 
from a previous study, which made this study a little more challenging. When identifying 
the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer (Chapter 2), most of its structural arrangements were derived 
from and compared with the DFE I C02 dimer which had been previously studied. 1 No 
such comparison was possible for the pure DFE cluster. 
3.2 Spectral analysis (Experimental) 
One chirped-pulse Fourier-transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectrum of DFE 
was used here with I% DFE (in the absence of C02). Ne was used as the carrier gas and 
it was delivered to the chamber at around 30 psig (- 1 .6 x 1 03 Torr). As there are no 
variable concentration scans available like observed with the DFE I C02 spectra, the 
intensity variation cannot be observed in pure DFE scan, since the pure DFE species, had 
only one scan. One spectrum was identified in the pure DFE scan. However that 
identified pure DFE spectrum can also be identified in all the DFE I C02 spectra with an 
intensity lower than in pure DFE, and hence intensity variations of pure DFE can be 
studied in DFE I C02 scans. 
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For this experiment also, the University of Virginia (UVa) spectrometer (CP-
FTMW, chirped-pul se Fourier-transform microwave spectrometer) was used. It provided 
averages of 400,000 individual spectra within 2 - 8 GHz range.2 In the scan, the first 
constant difference pattern (a set of four peaks with the same distance in between 1 st and 
2"d as well as 3rd and 4th peaks) was found around 5 1 60 MHz (Figure 3 . 1 ). As thi s sample  
mixture has one spectrum, the information that can be  obtained from the Origin 
application is minimal. Usually, SVIEW is used for quantitative measurements.3 The 
intensity of the peaks is related to the net dipole moment of the resultant clusters. The 
intensity also varies with the number of responsible clusters or molecules present in the 
experiment. 
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Figure 3.1 - Constant difference pattern in Origin. The uncertainty of di and d2 should be less than 4 kHz 
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Table 3.1  - Frequencies of constant difference patterns 
Pl  (MHz) P2 (MHz) P3 (MHz) P4 (MHz) Pl - P2 P3 - P4 dl - Mid point 
(d 1 )  (d2) d2 (MHz) 
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) 
7023.9538 7023.4265 701 9.579 1 7019.05 14 0.5274 0.5277 0.0003 7021 .5028 
5 1 76.8339 5 1 72.4589 5 146.9023 5 142.5269 4.3750 4.3755 0.0005 5 1 59.6806 
3389.9245 3359.9956 3257.9225 3227.99 1 0  29.9289 29.93 1 5  0.0026 3308.959 1 
When compared to DFE I C02, the DFE only scan is less populated with l ines. 
Three constant difference patterns were found roughly equidistant to one another (Table 
3 . 1 ). The frequency difference to the midpoint of each neighboring pattern is - 1 855  
MHz and the arrangement of  the individual peaks are also very similar, so i t  i s  fair to 
believe that all three constant difference patterns belong to one spectrum. No patterns 
belonging to this spectrum were found below 3227 MHz or beyond the 7023 MHz as the 
scan is limited to the range 2 GHz to 8 GHz, but according to the pattern, additional 
patterns should be observed 1 850 MHz below 3308 MHz and 1 850 MHz above 7021 
MHz. Also, no constant difference patterns were found between these mentioned 
patterns. That suggests that the three said constant difference patterns belong to adjacent 
quantum number transitions such as (n+l ) - (n), (n+2) - (n+l ), and (n+3) - (n+2). After a 
few trials of setting n to 0, 1 ,  2, . . .  etc, it was found that those transitions are the 2 - 1 ,  3 -
2, and 4 - 3 J transitions, so according to this data J = 1 - 0 should be observed 1 850 
MHz below 3308 MHz which is - 2A. Then using SPFIT application, the three 
experimental rotational constants were obtained (Figure 3 .2).3 A total of 77 transitions 
were assigned with three rotational constants and five distortion constants (Table 3.2). 
Parallel to this experimental analysis, the theoretical structure optimization was 
also done using Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-3 l +G(d,p) level.4 This will be more 
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thoroughly discussed in the structure optimization part (3.3 Theoretical analysis). The 
structure optimization was done for DFE dimers, DFE trimers, DFE tetramers, and DFE 
pentamers. It was found that the theoretical rotational constants of the trimer compare 
well with the experimental rotational constants. All transition frequencies are l isted with 
their theoretical values and quantum numbers in Table 3.3 .  It can be seen that most 
Experimental - Calculated frequency differences are less than one kilohertz ( 1  kHz). 
Table 3.2 - Experimental rotational and distortion const.ants of possible (DFEh trimer structure. 
Parameters Experimental values 
A / MHz 930.78807( 1 7) 
B l  MHz 567.66696(9) 
C / MHz 435.66047(8) 
f}.1 I kHz 0.4 1 56(8) 
/}.]K I kHz 0.374(5) 
f}.K I kHz 0.866(7) 
81 I kHz 0. 1 030(3) 
oK I kHz 0.477(4) 
!!:,,vrrn5° I kHz 0.2 
N 77 
a �Vrms =
 e:cvobs�Vcalc)2) 112; N means the number of transitions in the spectrum. 
5 1  
Figure 3.2 - Spectroscopic assignment of(DFE)3 using AABS and SPFIT/SPCAT programs. (a). Experimental 
rotational spectrum. (b). The predicted spectrum (theoretical). Transitions are (left to right) (JKoKc) : 331 - 220, 330 
- 220. 331 - 22., 330 - 221 
3.3 Computational analysis (Theoretical) 
Theoretical analysis of the structure could be done by the two methods discussed 
in Chapter 2, which are ABCluster method and the manual orientation method. For this 
DFE study, there are two main disadvantages with manual orientation over ABCluster. 
The first one, common to DFE I C02 study as well, is that the guessing of stable 
arrangements of the structures in three-dimensional space becomes harder when the 
clusters get bigger. The second problem is, as there are no studies done for DFE 
structures, as there were for DFE I C02, there are no literature facts that could be applied 
to pure DFE cluster spectra. For example, identified DFE I C02 structures helped to 
confirm the ABCluster parameters for DFE molecule. Moreover, DFE I C02 dimer 
arrangement can be seen in the trimer and tetramer, so dimer l iterature helped to validate 
the bigger structures, but no such insight was available for pure DFE. Hence, ABCluster 
was used from the beginning. 
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Table 3.3 - Fitted rotational transitions of the identified spectrum 
]' K' K' ]" K" K" Exp. Exp. - Cale. a c a c (MHz) (kHz) 
2 I 1 I 0 l 2633.7666 0.7 
3 0 3 2 1 2 2638.0967 1 .3 
2 2 1 I 1 0 3227.99 1 0  -0.5 
2 2 0 1 1 0 3257.9225 -0.3 
2 2 1 1 1 l 3359.9956 0.4 
2 2 0 l l 1 3389.9245 -2.0 
4 0 4 3 l 3 3 6 1 9.6 1 20 l .O 
3 l 2 2 0 2 3843 .6229 - 1 . 1  
4 1 4 3 0 3 3857.0867 0.9 
5 1 4 4 2 2 4094.09 1 7  0.7 
3 2 2 2 1 1 4099.2779 -0.7 
7 2 6 6 3 4 4238.4949 1 .2 
3 2 l 2 1 1 4240.00 1 4  - 1 . 1  
5 I 4 4 2 3 447 1 .0239 0.9 
3 2 2 2 1 2 4495.2853 0.4 
5 0 5 4 l 4 455 5 . 1 508 1 .4 
6 2 4 5 3 2 4670.9 1 53 1 .8 
5 1 5 4 0 4 4672.8224 2.0 
6 1 5 5 2 3 4846.641 5  0.0 
8 2 7 7 3 5 486 1 .3794 -0.7 
4 2 3 3 l 2 4902.3298 -0.4 
8 3 6 7 4 4 5006.8364 - 1 .0 
3 3 I 2 2 0 5 142.5269 -0.9 
3 3 0 2 2 0 5 1 46.9023 -0.4 
4 1 3 3 0 3 5 147.3735 0.6 
3 3 1 2 2 l 5 1 72.4589 -0. 1 
3 3 0 2 2 l 5 1 76.8339 -0. 1 
4 2 2 3 l 2 5279.26 1 8  -0.3 
7 I 6 6 2 4 5393.2663 -0.4 
9 4 6 8 5 4 5456. 1 074 - 1 . 1  
6 0 6 5 1 5 5458.7662 1 .0 
6 I 6 5 0 5 55 1 1 .6484 2.6 
6 I 5 5 2 4 5600. 1 1 07 0.8 
5 2 4 4 1 3 5649.6584 1 .0 
4 2 3 3 1 3 5689.95 1 4  - 1 .6 
8 1 7 7 2 5 5766.2507 -0.3 
7 2 5 6 3 3 5807.3 1 86 -0.4 
9 3 7 8 4 5 5829.2305 -3.8 
1 0  2 9 9 3 7 5870.3944 -2.8 
9 4 5 8 5 3 5 9 1 0.2 1 25 0.4 
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]' K' K' ]" K" K" 
Exp. Exp. - Cale. 
a c a c (MHz) (kHz) 
9 1 8 8 2 6 603 1 . 1 273 - 1 .5 
8 3 5 7 4 3 6037.65 1 6  0.7 
4 3 2 3 2 l 6083.9709 -0.2 
4 3 l 3 2 l 6 1 1 3.6473 -0. l 
4 3 2 3 2 2 6224.6949 -0. l 
4 3 l 3 2 2 6254.37 1 9  0.6 
1 0  1 9 9 2 7 6260.9645 -0.4 
7 0 7 6 1 6 6344.7377 1 .0 
7 1 7 6 0 6 6367.0056 2. 1 
6 2 5 5 l 4 6368.7464 1 .5 
5 2 3 4 l 3 6403 . 1 260 0.3 
1 0  4 7 9 5 5 6443.7779 -6.8 
5 1 4 4 0 4 654 1 .3647 -0.3 
7 1 6 6 2 5 6652.742 1 0. 1 
8 2 6 7 3 4 6764.5650 -2.0 
5 2 4 4 1 4 6939.9435 - 1 . 1  
5 3 3 4 2 2 6940. 1 1 63 -0.3 
4 4 1 3 3 0 70 1 9.05 1 4  -0.4 
4 4 0 3 3 0 70 1 9.579 1 -0.4 
4 4 1 3 3 l 7023.4265 -0.3 
4 4 0 3 3 l 7023.9538 -0.6 
5 3 2 4 2 2 705 1 .3986 0.8 
7 2 6 6 1 5 7097.4955 1 . 1  
8 0 8 7 l 7 7222. 1 60 1  0.7 
8 1 8 7 0 7 723 1 . 1 3 1 2 2.4 
1 0  4 6 9 5 4 7282.2383 -2.0 
5 3 3 4 2 3 73 1 7.0488 0.2 
9 3 6 8 4 4 7338.8923 - 1 .9 
l 1 4 8 1 0  5 6 7362.7267 1 2.7 
8 2 6 7 3 5 7392. 1 493 -0.2 
5 3 2 4 2 3 7428.330 1 0.3 
9 2 7 8 3 5 749 1 .89 1 0  -4.2 
6 2 4 5 1 4 7628.2204 0. 1 
8 1 7 7 2 6 7632.9280 0. 1 
6 3 4 5 2 3 7705 .6422 -0. 1 
8 2 7 7 1 6 7864 . 1 732 1 .0 
6 l 5 5 0 5 7984.9034 - 1 .6 
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3.3. 1 Dimer optimization 
The structural optimization was started with the (DFE)2 dimer. For that, the .xyz 
files were imported from the DFE I C02 tetramer studies. The validity of the parameters 
used for DFE has been discussed in the previous Chapter 2.5 section. Hence, that .xyz file 
was used for these DFE structure calculations. 
It is worth mentioning the changes in the cluster file when it was used for the DFE 
only structures (Figure 3 .3). The cluster file describes the number of different molecules 
that need to be used; for example here it is only DFE molecule, so I. It also describes 
how many of the molecules are in the structure and for DFE dimer, that is two . 
. Cluster file 
1 
dfe.xyz 2 --------­
eal.xyz J +--------­
* 1 0.0000 
# of different molecules/ .xyz files 
# of DFE in the cluster 
No C02 in the cluster 
Figure 3.3 - Cluster file for (DFEh Dimer 
The next file required was .inp file. It identifies the responsible cluster and the 
number of local minima to be produced. When these fi les were run, the 01h structure, the 
structure claimed by ABCluster as the global minimum, is shown in Figure 3 .4. Before 
the rotational constant comparison, it is worth looking at the dipole moments of the 01h 
structure. From the values of the optimized structure. 
µ = 0.0000002 Debye 
A 
µ = -0.0000001 Debye 
B 
µ = -0.0000340 Debye 
c 
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Figure 3.4 - The o•b structure of (DFE)2 dimer 
All µ values are very small. Theoretically, this dimer should have zero dipole 
moment because of the structural arrangement and its symmetry, but the calculated 
values give very small dipole components because of the errors associated with the 
calculations. When comparing the experimental rotational constants with these theoretical 
values, the rotational constant A is far apart from the experimental A value {Table 3 .4). 
The next three lowest energy (DFE)i dimer structures also have the same discrepancy 
with A experimental rotational constant, so it is not important to study (DFE)2 dimer 
further, but (DFE)3 trimer should be studied. The optimized lowest energy structures are 
mentioned in Table 3 .4 to get an idea about the discrepancy in experimental and 
theoretical rotational constants. 
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Table 3.4 - Experimental and (DFE)z theoretical dimer rotational constant comparison 
Structure 
Experimental 
0 
2" 
4 
3.3.2 Trimer optimization 
A (MHz) B (MHz) C (MHz) %M3avg 
930.78807( 1 7) 567.66696(9) 435.66047(8) 
5208 596 535 228 
52 1 3  5 8 1  523 227 
2791 1 048 1 045 1 53 
3506 763 746 1 59 
The trimer optimization was done again using ABCluster and optimized by 
Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-3 1 +G(d,p) level (Table 3.5).  Among all these, the oth 
structure has a very close comparison with the experimental values while the other 
structures are not that close to the experimental values. Hence it is believed the structure 
responsible for the experimental value is a (DFE)3 trimer. To come to that conclusion, 
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(DFE)4 tetramer and (DFE)5 pentamer were also optimized, but none of them are 
comparable with the experimental rotational constant values. Their relative energies were 
also studied (Table 3 .5)  to find the most stable structure. The l st and the 4th structure 
obtained from ABCluster were found to have energies even higher than the 6th structure 
when those were optimized. Hence those structures do not appear in Table 3 .7, where it 
compares stable theoretical structures with the experimental values. 
3.3.3 Tetramer and other structural optimization 
The theoretical dimer constants have higher rotational constant values than the 
experimental constants. The trimer rotational constants are around the experimental 
values, and the DFE tetramer values are expected to be lower than the experimental 
values and pentamer values are even smaller than tetramer. However, to complete the 
structure optimization, the tetramer and pentamer were also optimized (Table 3.6). 
Comparing the experimental rotational constant with the optimized theoretical 
rotational constants, it can be concluded that the most comparable values are for the 
trimer oth structure. The values of all the oth structures can be summarized (Table 3 .7). 
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Table 3.5 - Experimental and (DFEh theoretical trimer rotational constant comparison 
Structure 
Experimental 
A (MHz) B (MHz) C (MHz) 
930. 78807( 1 7) 567 .66696(9) 435.6604 7(8) 
890 567 420 
728 575 378 
896 556 4 1 5  
894 556 4 1 5  
2.9 
1 3 .  l 
3 .5  
3 .6  
Relative 
energy 
(Energy 
- Min. 
Energy) 
(J mof1) 
76.96 
1 594.4 1 
73.03 
1 34.61  
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Structure 
4 
6t 
(The lowest 
energy) 
A (MHz) B (MHz) 
7 1 9  565 
892 560 
C (MHz) 
368 14.6 
4 1 6  3.5 
Relative 
energy 
(Energy 
- Min. 
Energy) 
(J mo[ 
1 562.73 
0.00 
Table 3.6 - Experimental rotational constant comparison with the o•h structures of tetramer and pentamer 
Structure A (MHz) B (MHz) C (MHz) %Mavg 
Experimental 930.78807( 1 7) 567.66696(9) 435.66047(8) 
Tetramer - (DFE)4 
349 345 304 48.3 
Pen tamer - (D FE)5 
256 223 1 84 65.7 
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Table 3. 7 - A comparison of the experimental rotational constants with the rotational constants of dimer, trimer, 
tetramer, and pentamer 
Experimental Dimer Trimer Trimer Te tram er Pen tamer 
Parameters values 01h 0th 6th 0th 01h 
(DFE)2 (DFE)3 (DFE)3 (DFE)4 (DFE)s 
A / MHz 930. 78807( 1 7) 5208 890 892 349 256 
B l  MHz 567 .66696(9) 596 567 560 345 223 
C / MHz 435 .6604 7(8) 535 420 4 1 6  304 1 84 
µa I D  weakest 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.2 
µb I D  weak 0.0 1 .0 1 .0 0.0 1 .4 
µ, I D  
strong 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.5 
. 2 a  753 .672 1 (5) 847.3 763 .0 775.4 838.4 1 5 1 4.8  P l u A  aa 
. 2 a 
P6/ u A  406.3568(5) 97.0 439.3 439. 1 822. 1 1 225.6 
. 2 a 
P l u A  1 36.601 6(5) 0.0 1 28.4 1 27.8 624.8 747.5 cc 
b 227.8 2.9 3 .5 48.3 65.7 
%Mavg 
!::.v clkHz 0.2 nns 
77 
N 
b 
Percent difference between experimental and calculated rotational constants of each sized cluster. (B, =A,  B, C) 
(%6.Bx = (I:(B,(obs)-B,(calc)/B,(obs))x J 00%). 
In conclusion, (DFE)J trimer is  responsible for the experimental spectrum. Using 
ABCluster (DFE)3 trimer structures were guessed and using Gaussian09W those (DFE)3 
structures were optimized at wB97X-D/6-3 1 +G(d,p) level. Out of all the structures 
obtained from ABCluster and then optimized, (DFE)3 61h structure has the lowest energy 
6 1  
structure followed by (DFE)3 oth structure (Table 3.5). The structural difference between 
oth structure and 6th structure of (DFE)3 trimer is  very small which would show little 
difference between the calculations. Also when compared with P00, Pbb, and Pee values, 
both structures are very similar to the experimental values. Additionally, this 
experimental spectrum was observed in DFE/C02 scans as well .  When considering the 
%Mavg, the values are closer to oth structure than the 6th structure, so after considering 
the rotational constants and the relative energy comparison, the best fitting structure with 
the experimental rotational constants is the oth structure (Figure 3.7). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.5 - (a) The most comparable theoretical (DFEh trimer structure. (b) The top view of the theoretical 
(DFE)J trimer structure 
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4. Discussion and Conclusion 
4. 1 Spectroscopic constants and structural comparison 
4.1.1 DFE I C02 studies 
After configuring the composition of the cluster as DFE I (C02)3, the structural 
arrangement was considered. Using the manual method, 20 different structures were 
optimized, while using ABCluster 40 different structures were identified, and the 
theoretical lowest energy structure of DFE I (C02)3 was obtained using ab initio 
calculations in Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-3 l +G(d,p) level. 1 The observed lowest 
energy structure (01h structure from ABCluster), can be seen from Figure 4 . 1  (a) and (b). 
It appears that all 3 C02 molecules prefer to be located above the DFE plane and all on 
one side of DFE. 
(a) (b) 
C0,(3) 
Figure 4.1 - (a) The most comparable DFE I (C02h tetramer structure with the experimental spectroscopic 
constants (b) The side-view of the structure. COM stands for the place where the center of mass is located. The 
optimization was done in Gaussian09W at Ci>B97X-D/6-3l+G(d,p) level 
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In this study, the goal was to identify the experimental rotational constants and to 
optimize the structures to match the experimental rotational constants. So far, one 
spectrum was found experimentally which results in the experimental rotational 
constants. Then the theoretical structures were optimized to attempt to match the 
experimental rotational constants (Table 4. 1 ). For 1 1 3 assigned peaks, five distortion 
constants were used. 
The five distortion constants used brought �Vnns to 2.3 kHz. The maximum 
uncertainty allowed here is 4.0 kHz. So for 1 1 3  lines, this �Vnns is a good and acceptable 
value. None of the Paa, Pbb and Pee are close to zero, and Paa and Pbb are higher than Pee 
which means the masses are spread along the a and b axes more than along the c axis. 
Also, the planar moments can be justified from the structural arrangement (Figure 4. 1 ) .  
All  the C02 molecules are placed on one side of  the DFE plane, and the c axis is almost 
perpendicular to the DFE plane. All the molecules are located roughly parallel to the 
plane of DFE, except C02(2). The ab plane is placed in between C02 and DFE molecules 
roughly parallel to DFE and C02( l )  and C02(3). Also it can be observed that the a axis 
moves very close to (5) and (6) fluorine atoms, the heaviest atom in this structure, with 
the C02 molecules spread along it. Similarly, for Pbb, the b axis runs between the triangle 
of C02 molecules, meaning mass is distributed along the axis, so Paa and Pbb have higher 
values. 
The spectroscopic assignment was done using Kisiel 's AABS program.2 The peak 
assignment was started with transitions having the lowest J values ( 1 ,  2, 3), as they 
appeared with the highest intensity when compared with all transitions responsible for 
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DFE I (C02)3 tetramer. When compared with the DFE I C02 dimer, the DFE I (C02)3 
tetramer has - 1 0% of the dimer intensity.3 
Table 4.1 - Experimental and theoretical spectroscopic constants of DFE I (C02)3 tetramer 
Parameters Experimental values 
A / MHz 638.36285( 1 1 )  
B I MHz 608 . 1 2956( 12) 
C / MHz 548.6 1 474( 1 1 )  
!!.1 I kHz 0.264 1 (2 1 )  
fl]K I kHz 0.2 1 8(9) 
l!.K I kHz 0.03 1 (8) 
o1 I kHz 0.0506( 1 1 )  
OK I kHz -0. 1 49(6) 
µa I D  strong 
µb I D  weak 
µc I D  weakest 
. 2 
p a I amu A 480.2748(5) aa 
. 2 
Pb/ amu A 440.91 63(5) 
. 2 
P I amu A 350.7636(5) cc 
%Mavg b 
/1v cf kHz 2.3 rms 
# of peaks 1 1 3 
a Planar moment Paa = 0.5(/b + le + la) = Li m;r/ 
b 
Tetramer otn 
DFE I (C02)3 
634 
5 8 1  
532 
0.9 
1 .0 
0. 1 
5 1 1 .0 
439.5 
358. 1 
2.7 
Percent difference between experimental and calculated rotational constants of each sized cluster. (B, =A,  B, C) 
(%�.Bx = {L(B,(obs)-B,(calc)/B,(obs))x 100%). 
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4.1 .2 Pure DFE studies 
The optimization was done using Gaussian09W at wB97X-D/6-3 1 +G(d,p) level. 1 
The outputs obtained from ABCluster were taken as the input files for this optimization. 
(DFE)2 dimer, (DFE)3 trimer, (DFE)4 tetramer, and (DFE)5 pentamer structures were 
optimized and compared with the experimental rotational constants. The most 
comparable values were found with the trimer structures (Table 4.2). Among more than 
40 optimized structures, the 0th energy of the trimer structure gave the best comparison 
with the experimental spectroscopic constants. In this structure (Figure 4.2), one F of 
DFE(2) molecule is facing the DFE(3)'s F atom. This causes the top DFE(2) to show a 
leftward distortion away from the right side DFE(3) because of fluorine - fluorine 
repulsion; however, DFE( l )  and DFE(3) molecules maintain the 3rd most stable dimer 
structure's orientation. 
(a) (b) 
DfE(l) . __ J/ DFE(3) 
a 
3.708 .A 
-.. -........... 
DFE(3) 
.................... 3.467.A 
....... ...... .. ......... 
Figure 4.2 - (a). The most comparable (DFE)3 structure with the experimental spectroscopic constants. (b). The 
top-view of the (DFEh trimer structure. COM stands for the place where the center of mass is located. The 
optimization was done in Gaussian09W at Ci>B97X-D/6-3l+G(d,p) level 
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b 
Table 4.2 - Experimental and theoretical spectroscopic constants of(DFEh trimer 
Parameters 
A / MHz 
B f  MHz 
C l  MHz 
!3.1 I kHz 
ll1K I kHz 
!3.K I kHz 
o1 I kHz 
OK I kHz 
µa I D  
µb I D  
µc I D  
. 2 
P a I amu A aa 
. 2 
Pb/ amu A 
. 2 
P I amu A 
cc 
%Mavg b 
!1v c; kHz rms 
# of peaks 
Experimental values Trimer om 
(DFE)3 
930.78807( 1 7) 890 
567.66696(9) 567 
435 .66047(8) 420 
0.4 1 56(8) 
0.374(5) 
0.866(7) 
0. 1 030(3) 
0.477(4) 
weakest 0.4 
weak 1 .0 
strong 0.5 
753.672 1 (5) 763 .0 
406.3568(5) 439.3 
1 36.60 1 6(5) 1 28.4 
-2.9 
0.2 
77 
Percent difference between experimental and calculated rotational constants of each sized cluster. (B, = A, B, C) 
(%D.B, = (L(B,(obs)-B,(calc)/B,(obs))x !OO%). 
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4.2 Calculation method 
The optimization method, based on density functional theory (DFT), might not be 
the most accurate optimization method available but was the best to use due to the 
structure size and the level of optimization required. However, for the oth structure of 
OFE I (C02)3 the calculation was again run with MP2/6-3 1 1  ++G(2d,2p) format for 
comparison. According to the results and the optimization time, the utilization of the OFT 
optimization method can be justified, because as shown in Table 4.3, the OFT 
optimization took only around one and a half hours to optimize the structure. With 
MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p) format, it took 43 hours and 40 minutes, which is nearly 30-fold 
the time span taken by OFT method. For one cluster optimization, around 40 different 
structures were optimized. So it is not convenient to use that MP2 format to study these 
structures at this initial level with the faci l ities available. The optimization calculations 
were solely done in a Core-i5 computer with a 3 .4 GHz processor and 4.0 GB of RAM. 
The performance of the computer has an impact on the optimization time. 
In Table 4.3 there is a discrepancy seen in the dipole moment section. The relative 
intensities of theoretical dipole moments do not agree with the experimental dipole 
moment (qualitatively estimated using line intensity) even though the rotational constants 
are matching. The second strongest experimental dipole moment component (µb) does 
not agree with the theoretical dipole moment, which shows the highest dipole moment 
component value. Earl ier it was suspected this might occur because of the error 
associated with OFT level calculations. Comparatively, electronic charge distribution is 
less well described by the OFT method. But the MP2 level and OFT level both show 
almost the same values and do not agree with the experimental values. This might be 
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because a small structural change could exist, which could make a larger impact on the 
overall dipole moment of the structure. 
Table 4.3 - Theoretical value comparison in <a>B97X-D/6-31+G(d,p) and MP2/6-3l l++G(2d,2p) formats with the 
experimental data to understand the cost of optimization and to identify the most convenient optimization 
format 
Parameters Experimental oth structure om structure 
of DFE I (C02)3 values wB97X-D/6- MP2/6-
3 l +G(d,p) 3 1 1  ++G(2d,2p) 
A / MHz 638.36285( 1 1 )  634 70 1 
B l  MHz 608 . 1 2956( 1 2) 5 8 1  597 
C / MHz 548.6 1 474( 1 1 )  532 524 
µa I D  strong 0.9 0.9 
µb I D  weak 1 .0 1 . 1  
µc I D  weakest 0 . 1  0.2 
• L. 480.2748(5) 5 1 1 .0 545.2 P / amu A aa 
. 2  440.9 1 63(5) 439.5 4 1 9. l  Pb/ amu A 
• L. 350.7636(5) 358. l 30 1 .7 P I amu A cc 
%tiB 2.7 1 .5 avg 
Optimization time 1 .36 hrs 43.42 hrs 
(CPU time) 
The MP2 calculation method provides better and more accurate theoretical 
structures as it uses complex but fewer approximations while OFT uses Jess complex and 
more approximations. But for this optimization, when the time consumed for 
optimization is compared, the OFT calculation method is  much more time efficient. If the 
experimental rotational constant values were taken as the exact values, the average 
percent error allocated with the OFT method is 2.7% but with MP2 method, the average 
7 1  
percent error is 1 .5%. However, %tli3 is considered here and when comparing the avg 
average of B with root mean square values (rms), %tl.B values seems to be misleading 
avg 
as it considers the sign of the difference (so the difference of opposite sign balance each 
other and cancel) but rms calculations only consider the magnitude of the differences. 
The C02(2) in Figure 4.3(d) has moved backward more towards the DFE plane, 
so that it is almost coplanar with the DFE's plane, in the MP2 calculations. The C02(3) 
molecule aligned above the DFE in (a) has moved inclined to DFE's C=C axis (Figure 
4.3 (c)). However, from the previous calculations in Chapter 2, it was found that when all 
the parameters are correct, C02(2) prefers to be on the plane of DFE but not 
perpendicular to DFE. In MP2 optimized structure, C02(3) molecule to DFE in Figure 
4.3 (d) has similarities with the (III) dimer orientation (Figure 4.4). But when compared 
with C02( 1 )  structure in Figure 4.3, such an arrangement was not identified 
experimentally in the DFE I C02 dimer studies. The structure optimized from OFT 
method has some similarities with DFE I C02 dimer. For Example, DFE and C02( 1 )  give 
a similar structure to DFE I C02 dimer (IV) structure. C02( 1 )  and C02(3) both are 
roughly located on two planes parallel to the DFE plane. But C02(2) is  inclined to the 
DFE plane. If considering the structure which is optimized at MP2 level (Figure 4.3 (c) 
and (d)), it has more similarities with the DFE I C02 dimer structures. C02(2) is almost 
coplanar with DFE and maintains distances similar to DFE I C02 dimer structure (I). 
C02(3) and DFE are arranged like the dimer structure (III) .  So the tetramer structure 
optimized from MP2 method has more similarities with the dimer structures .  
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DFT method 
(a) 
(b) 
C0,(31 
0 structure 
wB97X-D/6-3 1 +G(d,p) level optimization 
(c) 
(d) 
MP2 method 
COM • 
3.97D A ·--
01 structure 
4.308 A (C-0) 
MP2/6-3 1 1  ++G(2d,2p) level optimization 
Figure 4.3 - DFE I (C02h tetramer structure comparison of (l.)897X-D/6-31+G(d,p) vs. MP2/6-3 1 1++G(2d,2p) 
level optimization. (a) DFE I (C02h tetramer optimized in (l.)897X-D/6-31+G(d,p) format. (b) Side-view of (a). (c) 
DFE I (C02)3 tetramer optimized in MP2/6-31 I++G(2d,2p) format. (d). Side-view of (c) 
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3.09.4 
3.39.4 
II. Ill. IV. 
Figure 4.4 - Four most stable structures of DFE · · ·C02 after zero point energy (ZPE) and basis set superposition 
error (BSSE) corrections3 
Usually, moderate-strong hydrogen bonds should have a 1 .5 - 2.2 A 
intermolecular bond distance and the bond angle should be close to - 1 80°.4 In reality, 
weak hydrogen bonds can be observed with bond lengths greater than 2.2 A, but none of 
the H atoms show such an arrangement in the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer structures. Likewise, 
the bond angle should be 120° - 180° to make a hydrogen bond but no bond is making 
such an angle. But in all the structures, the trend seen is that the C02( 1 ), (2) and (3) tends 
to shift towards the 2F of the DFE and move away from 2H. Also, no C02 molecule lies 
on the DFE plane in the DFT level calculation, although in the MP2 calculation it does. 
However, in both DFT and MP2 method, three C02 tries to maintain the d istance 
between C atom and the nearest neighboring 0 atom, which is equal to - 3.0 A (Figure 
4.3). Also the three C02 molecules try to maintain the angle which they make with C-0 
and the nearest neighbouring 0 atom, which is roughly equal to 88°. 
4.3 (C02)3 trimer optimization 
In the meantime, the lowest energy structure for (C02)3 trimer was deduced using 
ABCluster and it was optimized with the wB97X-D/6-3 l +G(d,p) level in Gaussian09W 
to find similarities of C02 trimer and the three C02 in the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer (Figure 
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4.5). The (C02)3 trimer has given a pinwheel-like planar structure which tries to maintain 
-88° among 0-C bond with the nearest neighboring 0 atom, and the bond lengths 
between C and the closest neighboring 0 atom is -3.0 it This can be observed in the 
DFE I (C02)3 tetramer as well. Especially this (C02)3 trimer pinwheel structure can be 
prominently seen in the tetramer, which was optimized in OFT method. 
(a) (b) 
a 
,_J 
COM • 
3.0S2 A 
Figure 4.5 - (a) The lowest energy (C02h trimer obtained from ABCluster and the optimization was done in 
Gaussian09W at (l)B97X-D/6-31+G(d,p) level. (b) The side-view of the (C02h trimer structure. COM stands for 
the place where the center of mass is located 
This pinwheel structure is not parallel to the DFE plane, but inclined. If one 
imagines the same plane in which all three carbon atoms of C02 lie, the pinwheel can be 
seen. It maintains almost the same distances and roughly the same angle which is close to 
88°. This is evidence to conclude that (C02)3 trimer makes a stable cluster, which is 
strong enough to make the same trimer independently despite the attraction from the DFE 
molecule. 
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4.4 Binding energies 
When the C02 molecule and the DFE molecule were optimized at wB97X-D/6-
3 1  +G(d,p) level in Gaussian09W separately, the energy of the single molecules could be 
found. So by adding I DFE + 3 x C02 energies, the energy of the four molecule tetramer 
can be estimated. When the actual tetramer energy was subtracted from the four 
molecules energy, the binding energy of the cluster could be found (Table 4.4 and 
Equation 4 . 1 ), and the intermolecular bond strengths and types can be predicted from the 
observed bond lengths and bond angles. It is hard to find the bond energies of the 
individual bonds, but it is still important to obtain the bond energy of the cluster to 
discuss the sc-C02 microsolvation. 
Table 4.4 - Binding energy calculation for DFE I (C02)3 tetramer and the energies of individual molecules to 
identify the net binding energy of the DFE I (C02)J structure 
Structure Energy (Eh) 
DFE -276.998907320 
C02 - 1 88.526944623 
1 DFE + 3  x C02 -842.57974 1 1 89 
DFE I (C02)3 tetramer -842.5898489 1 7  
Binding energy -0.0 1 0 1  (27 kJ/mol) 
(C02)5 binding energy -0.0 1 55 (4 1 kJ/mol)' 
E(DEF . . .  (C02)J) - 3E(C02) - E(DEF) = -842.589 - (-276.999 -3X188.527) = -0.0lOEh (4. 1 )  
For calculation of the binding energy of the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer, the difference 
of the DFE I (C02)3 cluster to the individual energies of the molecules was considered 
(Table 4.4). It was found that the total binding energy of the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer is 
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equal to 27 kJ/mol (Equation 4 . 1  ). When compared with non-covalent intermolecular 
forces, this value is a small value. For example, for a hydrogen bond the energy is 
varying between 20 - 30 kJ/mol. But that is for one bond. Even though it is not known 
the number of bonds that exist in this tetramer, it is obvious that the tetramer cluster 
makes than one intermolecular bond. Hence the binding energies are smaller. Moazzen-
Ahmadi et al, have observed the binding energy of (C02)5 is equal to 4 1  kJ/mol.5 If it i s  
believed that the binding energy is roughly equal on each C02 molecule, one C02 
molecule is responsible for roughly 8 kJ/mol. So that is applicable to this study as well .  
For example, there are three C02 molecules in this tetramer. So it should have 24 kJ/mol. 
But the entire DFE I (C02)3 tetramer has only 27 kJ/mol. Maybe this happens because of 
the attraction of the DFE molecule; it also can be seen that three C02 molecules have 
been distorted from their pinwheel structure in the tetramer, so it could be believed that 
C02 binding energy is somewhat lesser than the 8 kJ/mol.  
Table 4.5 - Binding energy calculation for (DFEh trimer and the energy of  individual DFE molecule to  identify 
the net binding energy of the (DFEh structure 
Structure Energy (Eh) 
DFE -276.998907320 
(DFE)3 trimer -83 1 .003953976 
3 x DFE -830.99672 1 960 
Binding energy -0.0072 ( 1 9  kJ/mol) 
Likewise, for optimized (DFE)3 trimer structure, the energy of the cluster was 
calculated. Then the energy of 1 DFE was calculated. Then the energy of (DFE)3 trimer 
was subtracted from three times of I DFE energy (Table 4.5 and Equation 4.2), so the 
total binding energy of the (DFE)3 is 1 9  kJ/mol. When compared with the intermolecular 
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bond energies, this is not a big value. This value is roughly 2/3 of the binding energy of 
the tetramer. 
E(DEE)J - 3E(DEF) = -831.003 - (-3X276.999) = -0.007E" (4.2) 
4.5 Comparison of this study with other C02 studies 
The DFE I (C02)3 tetramer has orientations of DFE I C02 dimer observable 
within its structure. It can be seen that the DFE and C02 tetramer tries to maintain DFE­
C02 distances in the dimer even though the number of C02 molecules is increased. For 
example, coplanar DFE-C02 can be observed in the DFE I C02 tetramer in the MP2 
calculations. For structure (I) of DFE I C02 dimer study, the C-H---O=C intermolecular 
bond distance of the dimer is 2.69 A and C-F---C=O intermolecular bond distance is 3 .09 
A. This compares well to the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer in MP2 calculations, where the in­
plane DFE and C02 have a C-H---O=C intermolecular bond distance equal to 2.60 A, and 
C-F---C=O intermolecular bond distance equal to 2.97 A. Also, DFE I (C02)3 tetramer 
has all the C02 molecules on one side from the DFE plane. 
When compared with the VF I C02 studies, the number of patterns identified in 
the DFE I C02 scans is fewer.6 In a VF molecule, there is no symmetry at all. Since VF 
has only one F, VF has a more different environment to accommodate many C02 
molecules around a VF molecule, but I ,  1 -difluoroethene has only one in-plane position to 
place a C02 molecule and so it has a less different environment to accommodate many 
C02 molecules around it. Another goal is to collectively understand with VF and DFE 
studies, how many C02 molecules are required to make the microsolvation shell around 
DFE and VF. 
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4.6 Future goals 
In the future, this project needs to analyze for the DFE I (C02)2 trimer. MathCAD 
plotting has been started to identify the transitions that behave similarly as the 
concentration of C02 is varied. Such graphs are being used for both the VF I C02 studies, 
preliminary work on DFE I C02 studies, and has shown that the DFE I (C02)3 tetramer 
grouped into a cluster on the graph. At this level, more MathCAD calculations are 
important to identify more patterns, since the transition patterns are largely spaced and 
hard to observe in the spectrum itself which cannot be easily identified. The DFE I (C02)2 
trimer was very recently identified by this MathCAD approach, and further analysis is 
underway. 
Apart from that, 1 3C isotopic studies are needed to confirm the structural results of 
existing work. The DFE I C02 dimer paper has 1 3C isotopic information and hence the 
future studies can be compared with the existing information. 1 When isotopic atoms are 
used, the mass of the molecules change. If 1 3C is used, the mass will increase, hence the 
moment of inertia will increase (I) without changing the intermolecular distances. As (I) 
has an inversely proportional relationship with rotational constants, rotational constants 
decrease. Also those isotopic values again can be compared with 1 3C isotopic DFE I C02 
dimer information and as well as the existing DFE I (C02)3 tetramer and (DFE)3 trimer 
clusters to further confirm the mass distribution in those clusters. 
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